This passage is to analyze the present situations of education concept, course setting and team of teachers in journalism education of our country. In terms of the problems of present journalism education of China, drastic measures will be put forward. In addition, the topic of how to establish a journalism education pattern which matches the media market is also to be discussed so as to bring more enlightenment to news educators of our country.
starts with news as a logical starting point, paying more attention to news collection, news writing, news processing as well as internal operation of news media including media functions, features and principles, which defines the technological content of journalism. Communication starts with the communicating phenomenon of mankind society, giving priority to the interaction between media and society, society's impact on media and media's influence on society.
Last but not least, research methods are different. As mentioned before, journalism is a humanistic subject whose methods are of quality and logic. Communication is a subject of socialism and its methods are mainly of quantity and evidence. The former contain obvious subjectivity, politics and ideology. On the contrary, the latter is objective, accurate and easy to operate. So-called objectivity mainly refers to that collection of material and interpretation of data are based on facts, not including personal opinions. So-called accuracy refers to that concepts involved in theoretic topics are all strictly defined and can be measured through concept index. Operablity mainly means that there are some specific procedures and strict operating ways. Moreover, these procedures and methods can only be operated by professional talents. Scientific ways for communication research not only allow communication study to have its own theoretic system, but also mature subject system.
Characteristics of communication study in China.
What is special when China brings in and studies communication? To draw a conclusion with one word, journalism research and development are powers of communication's bringing in and researching. In the West, the founders of the science of communication are not journalism scholars and even journalists , but political scientists , sociologists and psychologists. But in China, those who bring in communication studies from the west to China are basically journalism scholars and pragmatic journalism people.
After reform and opening up to the outside, China's mental and physical civilization have developed at an unprecedented speed. Favorable political and economic situations require the research of journal study and the development of journal cause to achieve new breakthroughs. To doU.S. model of development and constantly learning the elements of various civilizations. Thus forming a civilization which has its own connotation local journalism education is essential. Although Chinese journalism education made great progress , in fact, there are many drawbacks existing in journalism education. Therefore, how to make journalism education to be adapted to media market is the urgent need to break through the current difficulties of journalism education .
The road ahead is long and we have more to do. As the society is developing at an unprecedented speed, we ought to keep pace with time and make every effort to assure that we are not lagged behind by times.
Therefore, it is a must for us fulfill our responsibilities and face up with the coming challenges with courage.
